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1 Introduction

This paper analyzes the dynamics of �rms' credit ratings, in the context of a multi-

period moral hazard problem, in which borrowers have incentives to repudiate their

debt obligations. Borrowers with short credit histories face the poorest incentives,

and (depending on initial conditions) for these borrowers debt repayment can only be

enforced by the threat of liquidation. However, over time if borrowers repay debt on

all dates, they will establish a good credit history. This may improve their incentives,

such that they will repay debt because they are concerned about their reputations for

being a good credit risk, even if they face no threat of liquidation if they do default.

A �rm's credit rating is a measure of its overall default risk, which is composed

of both liquidity default (in which �rm is unable to meet its debt obligations due to

cash �ow constraints), and strategic default (in which the �rm is able to repay debt,

but chooses to divert the cash �ows instead). This paper contributes to the literature

by analyzing jointly the risks of liquidity and strategic default and their implications

for the dynamics of credit ratings. It also generates predictions which explain the

following two stylized observations:

1) �rm credit ratings improve over time

2) aggregate shocks have less impact on the risk of default of well-established �rms,

compared to recent start-up �rms.

The �rst observation re�ects the empirical evidence that �rms which have only

recently started trading have lower credit ratings than �rms which have been trading

for a long time. As for the second observation, in the event of a negative aggregate

shock, evidence suggests that an established �rm with a good track record is less likely

to have its credit rating downgraded than a recent start-up, without an established

credit record. This is particularly true of the 1990-92 UK recession, characterized by

a credit crunch which, it is suggested, impacted most severely on recent start-ups and

small businesses (e.g. see Keasey and Watson (1994)).

Standard models of reputation, as in the sovereign debt literature and Holmstrom

(1982), actually predict that agents' incentives deteriorate over time, hence they

do not explain either of these observations. Diamond (1989) does explain the �rst

observation, but not the second.

This paper also has interesting implications for the recent literature on �nancial

structure in an incomplete contracting framework, and can be broadly interpreted as

a repeated version of the one shot situation analyzed in Hart-Moore (1997), in which

ine�cient liquidation arises in equilibrium as an inevitable consequence of borrowers'

incentives to repudiate debt repayments. Although I consider a di�erent set up, my

analysis shows that given a su�ciently long horizon, borrowers' concerns about their

reputations improve their incentives to repay debt, such that ine�cient liquidation is

mitigated.

I model the problem as follows. Borrowers have an investment project, for which

they seek �nance. I assume that contracts are incomplete. This gives borrowers the
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opportunity to default strategically, i.e. to default on debt repayment even if their

projects are successful, and they are able to repay the debt. But lenders do have

the ability to liquidate, if borrowers default on debt. However, lenders are unable to

commit to liquidating borrowers if it is not optimal ex post to do so. If the borrower's

project succeeded, then it is optimal to liquidate. But if the project failed, then the

lender would prefer not to liquidate, because liquidation is costly and there is no

project output for it to be worth liquidating. The problem is that project outcome is

unobservable to lenders, so a borrower can default strategically by claiming that his

project failed, in order to deter the lender from liquidating.

Although borrowers have the opportunity to default strategically, this doesn't

necessarily mean they have the incentive to do so. However, new borrowers with

short credit track records may have strong incentives to default strategically, for the

following reason. I assume two di�erent borrower types with di�erent investment

projects. `Safe' borrowers' projects have zero probability of failure, but `risky' bor-

rowers' projects have a high probability of failure, such that lenders will prefer not to

lend to them. Borrower type is unobservable to lenders. Since new borrowers lack an

established credit history, lenders are unable to distinguish whether they are safe or

risky. To compensate for the risk of default, lenders pool all new borrowers together

and, if there is a high proportion of risky borrowers in the market, charge them high

interest rates. This gives new borrowers an incentive to default strategically.

Over time, if borrowers continue to repay debt on all dates, they establish a good

credit history. This convinces lenders that the borrower is probably a safe borrower,

and thus they will charge lower interest rates, to re�ect the lower risk of default. If

the borrower is the safe type, now that it is charged low interest rates, its incentives

change. If it defaults strategically, lenders will think it is a risky borrower, and will

refuse to lend to it anymore. Hence, these borrowers risk losing access to cheap

credit, which they have earned by building up a spotless credit history. Hence, they

will prefer to repay the debt, because they are concerned about maintaining their

reputation as a good credit risk.1

A given borrower's risk of default decreases over time (and hence its credit rating

improves over time) for two reasons. Firstly, every period, there exists a positive

probability that risky borrowers will be forced to default due to project failure, thus

revealing their type and resulting in credit termination. Hence, the proportion of

risky borrowers in the market falls over time, and thus the risk of default due to

project failure for borrowers remaining in the market falls over time. Secondly, safe

borrowers incentives to repay debt improve over time, as they become concerned

about reputation, and hence the risk of strategic default falls over time as well.

We explain why aggregate shocks have less impact on �rms' risk of default, as

1This result (that borrowers' incentives improve over time due to concerns about their reputation)

was �rst shown in Diamond (1989). However, Diamond considers a di�erent moral hazard problem

- in his model borrowers have incentives to choose risky projects, whereas I model the problem of

debt repudiation.
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they develop a good credit history, as follows. If borrowers default during early

periods when they have yet to establish a track record for repaying debt, lenders

will be reluctant to liquidate, because there is a high proportion of risky borrowers

remaining in the market. Hence, if a borrower defaults, it is likely to be a risky

borrower whose project has failed, rather than a safe borrower who has defaulted

strategically. Hence, the lender's expected pay-o� from liquidation will be low. Since

borrowers infer this, they have a greater incentive to default strategically, because

given that project outcome is unobservable, they can `hide' their type by pretending

to be a risky borrower whose project has failed, in which case lenders will be reluctant

to liquidate. However, over time, the proportion of risky borrowers remaining in

the market falls. Suppose that a negative aggregate shock occurs, which worsens

borrowers' incentives to repay debt. If a borrower has established a good credit

history, then if he defaults, lenders will believe that he is defaulting strategically,

rather than a risky borrower whose project has failed, since it is unlikely that a risky

borrower could have developed such a good credit history. This means that the lender

will have a greater incentive to liquidate, which deters the borrower from defaulting

strategically. E�ectively, this means that borrowers with short credit histories are

more a�ected by a negative shock than borrowers with established credit histories.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 sets out the model. Sec-

tion 3 solves the one period problem. Sections 4 and 5 solve for borrowers' optimal

repayment strategies and lenders' optimal liquidation and lending strategies in the

multi-period equilibrium. Section 6 solves for equilibrium interest rates. Section 7

proves the existence of reputation equilibrium. Section 8 analyzes the dynamics of

reputation along the equilibrium path, and provides a characterization of the general

model. Section 9 gives a summary of comparative statics, and analyzes the e�ects of

a temporary interest rate shock.

2 The Model

Lenders are risk-neutral and receive an endowment of consumption goods each

period. They have a choice over how to invest this:

1) they can invest in a riskless asset, which has a gross rate of return of R, or

2) they can lend to borrowers who have access to investment projects.

We assume that lenders exist for one period only, hence borrowers face a new

generation of lenders each period. This allows us to focus on reputation e�ects as

the only intertemporal enforcement mechanism. The e�ects of reputation building

by lenders in enforcing debt repayment are analyzed in chapters 1 and 2.

Borrowers are also risk-neutral, and live for T periods. They receive no endowment

but have access to an indivisible investment project each period. There are two types:
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- type G borrowers have one high expected return, safe project each period. They

can invest one unit and receive G with certainty.

- type B borrowers have one low expected return, risky project each period, which

returns B with probability PB (where B > G and PBB < R) and zero with probability

1� PB.

Hence, only type G projects yield positive net present value and are attractive to

lenders.

Borrowers must invest funds in their projects. They cannot invest instead in the

riskless asset.

The initial population of borrowers contains a publicly known fraction fG of type

G's and fB(= 1 � fG) of type B's. A borrower's type is private information and all

borrowers are initially observationally equivalent. Project returns are independently

distributed and are also private information. The optimal contract is therefore a debt

contract, which speci�es a �xed payment of rt per unit loan.

Borrowers maximize discounted expected consumption, given by
PT

t=1 �
t�1E(ct),

where ct is period t consumption, � is the discount factor with 0 < � < 1, and T is

�nite but large. Consumption of all agents must be non-negative each period, hence

borrowers have limited liability. We assume borrowers' projects are in relatively short

supply, and hence the riskless asset is held in equilibrium. Hence, lenders will lend to

any borrower who o�ers a debt contract with an expected return no lower than the

return on the riskless asset.

Borrowers operate a two-stage project, stage one being the production of a capital

good, and stage two being the transformation of the capital good into a consumption

good. By project failure, we mean that stage one is unsuccessful. However, whether or

not stage one has succeeded is observable only to the borrower, not to the lender. This

gives rise to the following incentive problem: borrowers can claim that a successful

project has failed, and thus divert the entire project returns rather than repaying the

debt.

Suppose the borrower defaults on debt repayment, claiming that stage one of

the project has failed. If the lender believes this is not true, why not simply wait

for the borrower to complete stage two, at which point the project output becomes

observable? The problem with this is that although at this stage the project output

is observable to the lender, it is not veri�able by a third party, i.e. contracts are

incomplete. Lenders are unable to enforce repayment by taking the borrower to court.

Hence the only enforceable contract is a debt contract which transfers ownership and

control of project assets from the borrower to the creditor in the event of default.

There are two main formal bankruptcy procedures that creditors can follow in the

US and UK: Chapter 7 (liquidation in the UK) and Chapter 11 (administration in

the UK). In Chapter 7, the �rm's assets are sold o� (piecemeal) in a cash auction.

In Chapter 11, however, creditors attempt to restructure the �rm, in order to allow

it to continue to trade. During the process, all creditors' claims are frozen, and an

administrator is appointed to run the company.
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In our model, we consider bankruptcy in the form of Chapter 11. After stage one

of the project, the only project asset is the capital good, which is project speci�c, and

hence its opportunity cost is zero. Thus a cash auction as Chapter 7 entails would

be ine�cient2. Hence, the lender can only extract value from the project by allowing

it to continue. However, the lender's key problem is who to appoint to continue

the project: should he allow the entrepreneur to remain in place (we denote this as

project continuation), or replace him with an outside manager (we denote this as

project liquidation)?

The �rst-best solution would be to allow the entrepreneur to continue the project,

whether stage one has succeeded or failed. If stage one has succeeded, then the lender

will be able to continue the project (i.e. complete stage two) without the entrepreneur,

by appointing an outside manager. But to do this he must incur a �xed cost C, which

represents an e�ciency cost, given that the outside manager knows less about running

the project than the entrepreneur. Hence the �nal project return is G�C or B�C,

depending on the project type. However, if stage one of the project has actually

failed, then only the entrepreneur, who has speci�c human capital for producing the

capital good, can rescue it. This yields a �nal return of (1 � )B where 0 <  < 1

(recall that only type B projects can fail). If the lender tries to complete the project

himself, the gross project return is zero, but the net return (given the �xed cost C)

is �C.

The borrower's and lender's pay-o�s are summarized in Table 1 below. We give

the pay-o�s for a type B project, the pay-o�s for a type G project are the same as

for a successful type B project, except that B is replaced with G:

project liquidation project continuation

project failure �C; 0 0; (1� )B

project success B � C; 0 0; B

Table 1: Lender and borrower pay-o�s (lender pay-o�s given �rst)

Although the �rst-best outcome is for the lender to allow the borrower to remain in

place and complete the project, this gives the borrower the opportunity to divert the

entire project returns, thus yielding the lender a pay-o� of zero. If the project outcome

were observable, the lender's optimal strategy would be to liquidate (take over) the

project if it had succeeded, and thus prevent the borrower from diverting the project

returns. If the project had failed, then it would not be optimal to liquidate, given

that liquidation is costly, but there would be no project output for it to be worthwhile

to liquidate. But the lender's problem arises from the fact that the project outcome

is unobservable. This creates the following moral hazard problem for the borrower:

2Another disadvantage of using Chapter 7 in this environment is that the entrepreneur, with

private information about the project's true value, would be the sole bidder in a cash auction, thus

readmitting the incentive problem. Even if credit-constrained, or forbidden from participating in

the auction, he could arrange �nance from a third party who could bid for him.
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he can claim that the project has failed and thus default strategically. The lender will

be reluctant to liquidate, given that if the borrower's claim is true, then liquidating

would yield a lower pay-o� than not liquidating, given the �xed costs of liquidation.

We make the following parameter restrictions: PBB > C and R + C < G: We

also set  = 1; hence the type B borrower receives a pay-o� of zero if his project fails,

whether the lender liquidates, or allows the borrower to continue. This has no e�ects

on the results, and is assumed purely for analytical convenience.

We assume the following information structure. At each point in time, lenders

can observe borrowers' entire credit histories. Speci�cally, it tells them whether a

borrower has ever defaulted on a loan. It does not, however, tell them whether

default was strategic or forced by project failure, i.e. it does not reveal the project

outcome. This information is known to the borrower, and only to the lender if he

liquidates.

We model the problem as the repeated play of an extensive form stage game with

incomplete information, using the concept of sequential equilibrium. The stage game

on every date t0 consists of the following sequence of steps:

1) Borrowers o�er debt contracts to lenders, specifying the interest rate at which

they are willing to borrow.

2) Lenders decide which contracts to accept. If a lender refuses to lend to any

given borrower, then the date t0 stage game ends for that borrower and it receives a

pay-o� of zero.

3) Nature determines the outcome of type B projects, which is observed by the

borrower only. If the project succeeds, the borrower proceeds to step (4). If it fails,

the borrower proceeds to step (5).

4) Borrowers choose whether to repay or default. If a borrower repays, then its

date t0 stage game ends, it receives a pay-o� of G� rt0 (if type G) or B � rt0 (if type

B) and the lender receives a pay-o� of rt0 : If a borrower defaults, then it proceeds to

step (5).

5) Lenders decide whether to liquidate (i.e. take over the project), or allow the

borrower to continue. Pay-o�s are as given in Table 1.

At step (5), the lender is at an information set regarding both the borrower's type,

and the project outcome.

We begin by solving the one period problem.

3 The One Period Problem

In the one period problem, borrowers have no incentives to repay debt in order

to maintain their reputation, because there are no future borrowing opportunities

which they are concerned about losing if lenders terminate credit. Hence, the threat

of liquidation is the only possible enforcement mechanism. The one period problem
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consists of the extensive form stage game outlined above, which we solve by backward

induction, beginning with the last step, the lender's decision on whether or not to

liquidate, if a borrower defaults.

The lender faces the following problem: if a borrower defaults, given that borrower

type and project outcome are unobservable, he does not know whether it is a type G or

B borrower who are defaulting strategically, or a type B borrower whose project failed,

i.e. the lender is at information set I. Hence, the lender must form an assessment of

which node in this information set he is at. If he believes he is at node X1 or X3; i.e.

default is strategic, then it is optimal to liquidate, since liquidation yields a pay-o� of

G�C or B�C; whereas not liquidating yields a pay-o� of zero. However, if he believes

he is at node X2; i.e. default was forced by project failure, then it is optimal not to

liquidate, since liquidation yields a pay-o� of �C; whereas not liquidating yields a

pay-o� of zero. We now show that there can be no pure strategy equilibrium in the one

period game, in which lenders liquidate or don't liquidate, with probability one, and

borrower repay or default with probability one. First, suppose that in equilibrium,

both borrower types default strategically, and the lender's strategy is to liquidate

with probability one. But this means that borrowers' pay-o� from default is zero,

whereas their pay-o� from repaying debt is G� rt0 (if type G) or B � rt0 (if type B),

which is greater than zero. Hence, default is not an optimal strategy and thus this is

not an equilibrium..

We now consider the equilibrium in which both borrower types default strate-

gically, and the lender's strategy is not to liquidate. We now show that, providing

condition (1) below holds, then it is optimal for the lender to liquidate, hence this is

not an equilibrium.

fG >
C � pBB

G� pBB
(1)

We need to determine what are the lender's beliefs about borrower type and

project outcome, if the borrower defaults, i.e. what are the conditional probabilities

that the lender is at nodes x1; x2; or x3; in information set I. In any equilibrium, this

information set is on the equilibrium path, since there is a non-zero probability that

any given borrower is a type B borrower who will default due to project failure. Hence,

as required by sequential equilibrium, lenders' beliefs are determined by Bayes' Rule

and are consistent with borrowers' equilibrium strategies. Consider an equilibrium in

which both borrower types default strategically. The lender's beliefs, derived using

Bayes Rule, are therefore:

�(x1) = fG
�(x2) = (1� fG)(1� pB)

�(x3) = (1 � fG)pB where �(x1) is the conditional probability that the lender is

at node x1, given that he is at information set I etc.

Hence, the lender's expected pay-o� if it liquidates is given by:

EuL(liq) = �(x1)(G� C) + �(x3)(B � C)� �(x2)C

and its pay-o� if it if it doesn't liquidate is given by:
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EuL(no liq) = 0

Hence, it is optimal not to liquidate if and only if the following holds:

EuL(liq) < EuL(no liq),

�(x1)(G� C) + �(x3)(B � C)� �(x2))C < 0,

fG <
C � pBB

G� pBB

Hence, providing that condition (1) holds, it is optimal for lenders to liquidate,

and thus the pure strategy equilibrium described above does not hold .

We now consider the pure strategy equilibrium in which both borrower types repay,

and the lender liquidates, if a borrower defaults. Given that borrower equilibrium

strategies are to repay, if their project succeeds, the lender's belief if a borrower

defaults must be that default was forced by project failure. Hence, liquidation yields

a pay-o� of �C; whereas not liquidating yields a pay-o� of zero. Thus, lenders will

prefer not to liquidate, and hence this is not an equilibrium.

We now consider the pure strategy equilibrium in which both borrower types

repay, and the lender does not liquidate, if a borrower defaults. But given that they

do not face liquidation, it will be optimal for borrowers to default, hence this is not

an equilibrium.

Hence, there exists no equilibrium in pure strategies. The intuition for this is

as follows. Suppose lenders liquidate with probability one if borrowers default. But

then borrowers will never want to default strategically if they face certain liquidation,

and will only default if forced to by project failure. However, this means that lenders

will be unable to commit to liquidation, given the belief that default must imply

project failure, and hence it is not worth liquidating. Thus, for equilibrium to hold,

borrowers must default strategically with positive probability, so that liquidation will

be ex post an optimal response for lenders. Lenders, in turn, must not liquidate with

probability one, so that borrowers will not be deterred from defaulting strategically.

Hence, we seek a mixed strategy equilibrium, in which borrowers randomize between

repayment and default, and lenders randomize their liquidation response.

We now show that the unique sequential equilibrium in mixed strategies in the one

period game is as follows. Type G borrowers randomize, defaulting strategically with

probability �G: Type B borrowers repay if their projects succeed. Lenders randomize,

liquidating with probability �:

In equilibrium, the probability that the lender liquidates is determined such that

type G borrowers are indi�erent between repaying and defaulting. Hence, � is deter-

mined such that

EuG(repay) = EuG(default)

, G� r = �:0 + (1� �)G

, � = r
G
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where EuG(repay) and EuG(default) are the type G borrower's expected pay-o�s

from repaying and defaulting respectively.

In equilibrium, the probability that type G defaults strategically is determined

such that lenders are indi�erent between liquidating and not liquidating. Hence �G
is determined such that

EuL(liq) = EuL(no liq)

, �(x1)(G� C)� (1� �(x1))C = 0

, �(x1) =
C

G

From �(x1) = �GfG
�GfG+(1�pB)(1�fG)

; given that lenders' beliefs are consistent with equi-

librium strategies, we get �G =
C(1�PB)(1�fG)

(G�C)fG
:

To complete the proof that this is an equilibrium, we must also show that type

B's decision to repay, if their projects succeed, is optimal, i.e. we must show

EuB(repay) > EuB(default),

B � r > �:0 + (1� �)B ,

� >
r

B
(2)

which holds, given that B > G.

We now prove that this equilibrium is unique. The only possible alternative

equilibria are the following:

1) Type B's randomize, and type G's repay with probability one.

2) Type B's randomize, and type G's default with probability one.

Consider the �rst equilibrium. For equilibrium to hold, the probability that

lenders liquidate must be such that type B's are indi�erent between repaying and

defaulting. From (2), this means that � = r
B

must hold. But this implies that

EuG(default) = �:0 + (1� �)G =
(B�r)G

B
: But it is optimal for type G's to repay if

and only if

EuG(repay) > EuG(default),

G� r >
(B � r)G

B
,

G > B

which is not true by assumption. Hence, it is optimal for type G's to default and

hence this equilibrium fails to hold.

We now prove that the second equilibrium cannot hold, providing that condition

(3) below holds:

fG >
(1� pB)C

(G� pBC)
(3)

Type B's must default with probability �B; such that lenders are indi�erent be-
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tween liquidating and not liquidating, i.e. such that the following holds

EuL(liq) = EuL(no liq),

�(x1)(G� C) + �(x3)(B � C)� �(x2))C = 0,

fG(G� C) + (1� fG)pB�B(B � C)� (1� fG)(1� pB)C = 0

But note that even when �B = 0; and thus EuL(liq) is minimized, we have EuL(liq) =

fG(G� C)� (1� fG)(1� pB)C: Hence,

EuL(liq) > EuL(no liq),

fG >
(1� pB)C

(G� pBC)

Thus, given that condition (3) holds, lenders strictly prefer to liquidate, and thus

equilibrium fails to hold.

We now consider step 4, the borrower's repayment decision, in more detail. Let

r � G � C. Considering the type G borrower, given that he has chosen to repay,

it is optimal to repay the full amount r, i.e. EuG(r) > EuG(r � ") and EuG(r) >

EuG(r + ") where " > 0. If the borrower defaults partially by repaying r � ", this

reveals that the project was successful and it is therefore optimal for the lender to

liquidate with certainty, yielding a pay-o� of zero to the borrower. Repaying more

than r is never optimal, given that it reduces the current period pay-o�, and has no

signalling value for future pay-o�s, given the one period horizon. However, suppose

r > G�C. The borrower has no incentive to repay more than G�C, since this is the

maximum pay-o� that the lender can expect from liquidation. This result also holds

for type B borrowers. Although liquidation would yield a higher pay-o� of B � C,

type B's have no incentive to reveal their type by repaying more than G� C.

We now turn to step 2, the lending decision. Lenders will accept any debt contract

which o�ers an expected return no less than the riskless interest rateR. Hence, lenders

will accept a debt contract which o�er interest rate r if and only if

EuL � R

, fG(1� �G)r + (1� fG)PBr � R

, r � R=[fG +
(1�fG)

G�C
(PBG� C)] = r�

Hence, lenders will accept any debt contract which o�ers an interest rate r � r�.

We now turn to step 1, the borrower's choice of debt contract. Borrowers will

o�er the lowest interest rate necessary to ensure that the contract is accepted. Given

that borrowers are relatively scarce, the equilibrium interest rate is driven down to

r = r�.

Note that if r� > G�C, i.e. the lowest feasible interest rate exceeds the maximum

that borrowers are willing to repay, the credit market is closed, since lenders can earn

more through investing in the riskless asset. This gives us the following open market

condition:
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fG >
R + C � PBG

G(1� PB)
= P crit (4)

4 The Multi Period Problem

We must now solve for the multi-period equilibrium. We solve the T-period problem

as the repeated play of the stage game outlined above. In this section, we solve each

step of the extensive form stage game.

Borrowers' Repayment Strategies and Lenders' Liquidation Strategies

This section solves for step (4), borrowers' optimal repayment strategies, and step

(5), lenders' optimal liquidation strategies.

In the one period problem considered above, the only discipline device which

deters borrowers from defaulting strategically is the threat of liquidation. In the

multi-period problem, however, borrowers may prefer to repay debt for the following

reason. Borrowers who have established a track record for repaying debt are charged

lower interest rates. Hence, these borrowers will prefer not to default, because they

don't want to ruin their reputations for repaying debt and thus risk having their

credit terminated, given that they are now able to borrow cheaply. Hence, borrower

reputation e�ects enforce debt repayment, rather than the threat of liquidation. If

this is the case, we say that reputation equilibrium holds.

We must begin by analyzing whether reputation equilibrium ever exists for either

borrower type. We consider type B borrowers �rst. Proposition 1 below proves that

reputation equilibrium never exists for type B borrowers.

Proposition 1 Reputation e�ects never exist for type B borrowers.

Proof. Let VBt be the type B borrower's value function on date t. Then reputa-

tion equilibrium requires VBt(h
r
t ) � VBt(h

d
t ; �t = 0) where VBt(h

r
t ) = B�rt+�PBVBt+1

and VBt(h
d
t ; �t = 0) = B: Hence reputation e�ects exist for type B's , rt �

�PBVBt+1:

A necessary condition for reputation e�ects is that VBt(h
r
t ) � VBt(h

d
t ; �t = 0)

holds for rt = R 8t and T ! 1, i.e. when the expected value of remaining in the

credit market is maximized. Under these conditions, we require

R � lim
T!1

"
T�tX
i=1

(�PB)
i(B � R)

#

, lim
T!1

"
T�t�1X
i=0

(�PB)
i(R� �PBB) + (�PB)

T�tR

#
� 0

12



However, this cannot hold, given that PBB < R by assumption.

Q.E.D.

Hence even when the value of future borrowing is maximized, i.e. borrowers face

an in�nite horizon and interest rates are at their lowest possible level, equal to the

riskless interest rate, type B's will still prefer to default strategically. The reason for

this is as follows. It is not worth repaying debt in order to avoid credit termination

tomorrow, because the value of future borrowing is very low to type B borrowers, given

that type B projects yield a low expected return. Repayment by type B borrowers

can therefore only be enforced by the threat of liquidation.

We now analyze whether reputation e�ects ever exist for type G borrowers. If

reputation is ever to have value (i.e. be e�ective in deterring default), it must have

value when rt = R 8t and T ! 1. Lemma 2 derives a necessary condition for

reputation to be e�ective for type G's.

Lemma 2 A necessary condition for reputation e�ects to exist for type G borrowers

on some date is � � R

G
.

Proof. Type G reputation equilibrium exists

, VGt(h
r
t ) � VGt(h

d
t ; �t = 0)

, rt � �VGt+1 which holds only if

R � lim
T!1

[

T�tX
i=1

�i(G�R)]

, R �
�(G� R)

1� �

, � �
R

G
(5)

Q.E.D.

Hence, if the discount factor is too low, reputation equilibrium will never exist. In-

tuitively, if borrowers do not value the future highly, exclusion from future borrowing

is not an e�ective discipline in deterring strategic default.

Lemma 3 provides a su�cient condition for the existence of reputation equilibrium

for type G borrowers on some date t, providing that interest rates on all future dates

satisfy a given upper bound.

Lemma 3 If, for all t 2 [t̂; T ], rt < �G, then there exists T <1 such that reputation

has value for type G borrowers on date t̂. This bound on future interest rates speci�es

feasible rates if and only if condition (5) holds.

13



Proof. Reputation has value on date t , VGt(h
r
t ) > G. Given that it is always

feasible for type G's to repay debt each period, and that EuGt = G� rt, i.e. type G's

expected pay-o� each period is independent of its repayment decision in equilibrium

(given that if ex ante type G's �nd it optimal to default, in equilibrium lenders will

set �t such that the expected pay-o� from default equals the pay-o� from repaying

debt), and given that we know for t � t̂ that rt < �G, we can state

VGt̂(h
r
t ) =

TX
t=t̂

(G� rt)�
t�t̂ >

TX
t=t̂

(G� �G)�t�t̂

Taking the limit of the �nal expression as T !1:

lim
T!1

"
TX
t=t̂

G(1� �)�t�t̂

#
= G

Hence lim
T!1

VGt̂(h
r

t̂
) > G. Given that we can �nd T

0

<1 such that

lim
T!1

VGt̂(h
r

t̂
)� lim

T!T
0

VGt̂(h
r

t̂
) < "

for all " > 0, reputation has value at date t̂ for T < 1. To prove that rt < �G

speci�es feasible rates if and only if condition (5) holds,

�G > R, � >
R

G

which is condition (5).

Q.E.D.

Lemma 3 shows that providing that the horizon is long and that interest rates are

low enough, reputation will have value for type G borrowers.

We now consider how borrowers' optimal repayment strategies vary with interest

rates, and what are the lenders' corresponding optimal liquidation responses.

First, we must analyze what are lenders' equilibrium re-lending strategies. We

prove in section 5 below that in any equilibrium, lenders' beliefs about borrower

type, if a borrower defaults, are that there is a su�ciently high probability that the

borrower is type B, such that it is optimal to terminate his credit. Hence, in any

equilibrium, if a borrower defaults, the present discounted value of his future pay-o�s

is zero.

We now show that there exists no equilibrium in which both borrower types default

strategically, irrespective of interest rates. The reason is the same as in the one period

game. If both borrower types default, then providing condition (1) holds, it is optimal

for the lender to liquidate with probability one. Hence, borrowers would prefer to

repay, and hence this cannot be an equilibrium.

14



We now show that if rt � �VGt+1 holds, then there exists the following unique

equilibrium. Type G borrowers will repay debt. Type B borrowers will randomize

between repayment and default, defaulting strategically with probability ��Bt; where

0 < ��Bt < 1. If a borrower defaults, lenders will randomize their liquidation response,

liquidating with probability ��Bt; where 0 < ��Bt < 1:

First, we must specify lenders' beliefs about borrower type, if a borrower defaults.

In this equilibrium, type G's always repay debt. Hence, lenders' beliefs must be that

default implies that the borrower is type B, and hence it is optimal to terminate

credit to any borrower who defaults. Suppose lenders do not liquidate if borrowers

default. Then type G's pay-o�s from repaying and defaulting respectively are:

VGt(h
r
t ) = G� rt + �VGt+1

VGt(h
d
t ) = G+ 0:

Hence, it is optimal for type G's to repay debt if and only if

VGt(h
r
t ) � VGt(h

d
t ),

rt � �VGt+1

Hence, if rt � �VGt+1 holds, then type G's will prefer to repay debt even if there

is no threat of liquidation. If this is the case, we say that reputation equilibrium

holds. The intuition is as follows. When interest rates are very low, then the net

value of future borrowing exceeds the one o� payment from default, and thus type

G borrowers would prefer to repay, in order to maintain their reputations and thus

retain access to future credit.

Is it also optimal for type B's to repay? Proposition 1 proved that no matter

how low are interest rates, type B's will prefer to default, if there is no threat of

liquidation. Hence, there exists no equilibrium in which both borrower types repay

with probability one. But neither does there exist an equilibrium in which type B's

default with probability one. If type B's strategy is to default strategically with

probability one, then lenders' speci�cation of beliefs in information set I is given by

�t(
X1

hd
t

) = 0, �t(
X2

hd
t

) = (1 � PB), �t(
X3

hd
t

) = PB: Hence, it is optimal for lenders to

liquidate

, EuLt (liq) > EuLt (no liq)

, PB(B � C)� (1� PB)C > 0

, PBB > C (6)

But we know that (6) holds by assumption, hence lenders will prefer to liquidate.

But this means it is not optimal for type B's to default, hence this is not an equilib-

rium. Hence, there exists no pure strategy equilibrium in which type B's either repay

or default with probability one. But there does exist the following mixed strategy

equilibrium.

For mixed strategy equilibrium to hold, lenders must liquidate with probability

��Bt, such that type B borrowers are indi�erent between repayment and strategic

default, i.e. such that the following holds:
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VBt(h
r
t ) = VBt(h

d
t )

, B � rt + �PBVBt+1 = (1� �t)B + �t0

, �t = (rt � �PBVBt+1)=B = ��Bt (7)

where 0 < ��Bt < 1. Type B's must default strategically with probability ��Bt, which

makes lenders indi�erent between liquidation and no liquidation, i.e. such that the

following holds:

EuLt (liq) = EuLt (no liq)

, �t(
X3

hdt
)(B � C)� (1� �t(

X3

hdt
))C = 0

, �t(
X3

hdt
) =

C

B
(8)

Lenders' equilibrium beliefs are given by

�t(
X3

hdt
) =

�BtPBt

�BtPBt + (1� PBt)
�t(

X2

hdt
) =

1� PBt

�BtPBt + (1� PBt)
(9)

Hence (8) and (9) imply

��Bt =
(1� PB)

PB

C

(B � C)
(10a)

where 0 < ��Bt < 1.

We now solve for equilibrium when rt > �VGt+1: In this case, type G's will no

longer prefer to repay debt if lenders do not liquidate, hence reputation equilibrium

no longer holds. Lemmas ?? and 5 below solve for equilibrium when rt > �VGt+1:

Lemma 4 If �VGt+1 < rt �
�

B�G
(BVGt+1 � GVBt+1), the unique equilibrium is as

follows. Type G's will repay debt, type B's will randomize, defaulting strategically

with probability ��Bt; and lenders will randomize, liquidating with probability ��Bt.

Proof. Suppose lenders' strategy is not to liquidate if borrowers default. Given

that rt > �VGt+1, reputation is not e�ective for either borrower type, hence both

types will default strategically. Hence, the lenders' strategy is not optimal and hence

this is not an equilibrium. In equilibrium, lenders must randomize their liquidation

response, such that one of the borrower types is indi�erent between repayment and

default. For equilibrium to hold, lenders must liquidate with probability ��Bt, given

by (7), such that type B's will be indi�erent, and type B's must default strategically
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with probability ��Bt, given by (10a), such that lenders are indi�erent. Type G's will

�nd it optimal to repay if and only if

VGt(h
r
t ) � VGt(h

d
t ),

G� rt + �VGt+1 � (1� ��Bt)G,

rt �

�

B �G
(BVGt+1 �GVBt+1)

Hence, if �VGt+1 < rt �
�

B�G
(BVGt+1 � GVBt+1) holds, although reputation equilib-

rium does not hold, type G borrowers will repay in equilibrium because the probability

of liquidation is su�ciently high to deter default.

We now show that the alternative strategy pro�le, in which type G's randomize,

cannot be an equilibrium. If type G's randomize, it must be true that

VGt(h
r
t ) = VGt(h

d
t )

, G� rt + �VGt+1 = (1� �t)G

, �t = (rt � �VGt+1)=G = ��Gt (11)

But it will be optimal for type B's to repay

, VBt(h
r
t ) � VBt(h

d
t )

, B � rt + �PBVBt+1 � (1� ��Gt)B

, rt �
�

B �G
(BVGt+1 �GVBt+1)

which does not hold. Hence, type B's will default with probability 1 in this equilib-

rium. Type G's must randomize, defaulting with probability ��Gt;such that lenders

are indi�erent. But as shown above, given that (6) holds, lenders will strictly prefer

to liquidate even if ��Gt = 0: Hence, this cannot be an equilibrium.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 5 If rt �
�

B�G
(BVGt+1 � GVBt+1) holds, in equilibrium type B's will repay,

type G's will randomize, defaulting strategically with probability ��Gt; and lenders will

randomize, liquidating with probability ��Gt

Proof. If lenders liquidate with probability ��Gt (given by (11)); it is optimal for

type B's to repay if and only if the following holds:

rt >
�

B �G
(BVGt+1 �GVBt+1)

(see proof of lemma ?? above). Type G's will default with probability ��Gt; determined

such that lenders are indi�erent. The speci�cation of lender beliefs in information set
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I, given borrowers' equilibrium strategies is as follows: �t(
X1

hd
t

) =
��

Gt
FGt

��

Gt
FGt+(1�pB)(1�FGt)

,

�t(
X2

hd
t

) =
(1�FGt)(1�PB)

��

Gt
FGt+(1�pB)(1�FGt)

, �t(
X3

hd
t

) = 0: Lenders are indi�erent if and only if

EuLt (liq) = EuLt (no liq),

�(x1)(G� C)� �(x2))C = 0,

��Gt =
C(1� PB)(1� FGt)

(G� C)FGt

We now show that the alternative strategy pro�le, in which type B's randomize,

cannot be an equilibrium. For type B's to randomize, lenders must liquidate with

probability ��Bt, given by (7), such that type B's are indi�erent between repayment

and default. Type G's will prefer to repay if and only if

VGt(h
r
t ) � VGt(h

d
t )

, G� rt + �VGt+1 > (1� ��Bt)G

, rt �
�

B �G
(BVGt+1 �GVBt+1)

Hence, type G's will prefer to default. However, from the analysis of the one period

game, providing that condition (3) holds, if type G's default with probability one,

then lenders will strictly prefer to liquidate, hence this cannot be an equilibrium.

5 The Lending Decision

This section solves for step (2) of the stage game, the lender's decision on whether to

re-lend or terminate credit to a borrower, given his credit history.

Lenders will never lend to any borrower who is known to be type B, because

the expected return on a type B project is less than the riskless interest rate. Every

period, lenders observe each borrower's entire credit history, which tells them in which

periods they defaulted on debt. They map this information into an assessment that

the given borrower is of type G. Only if this implies a su�ciently high probability

that the borrower is type G will the lender agree to lend to him this period.

Let Ht = [h1; h2; : : : ht�1] be a borrower's credit history at the beginning of date

t, where

hi = hr if he repays in period i, and

hi = hd if he defaults in period i.

Then Pt(Ht), the lender's date t assessment that the borrower is type G given his

credit history, is a function P : � �! [0; 1], where � is the set of all possible histories.
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Section 4 showed that if rt � �VGt+1 holds, and if lenders beliefs are that default

implies that the borrower is type B, then reputation equilibrium holds, and type G

borrowers will repay debt because they fear the threat of credit termination. But

suppose we specify lenders' beliefs di�erently. For example, suppose lenders believe

that even if a borrower defaults, the probability that he is type G is still su�ciently

high such that it is optimal to re-lend to him. Given these beliefs, type G borrowers

no longer have an incentive to repay debt, because lenders will still re-lend to them

if they default. Hence, reputation equilibrium no longer exists. However, proposition

6 below proves that in equilibrium, the unique speci�cation of lenders' beliefs about

a borrower who defaults is that the probability that he is type B is su�ciently high

such that it is optimal to terminate his credit.

Proposition 6 If a borrower defaults on date t
0

, the unique equilibrium strategy is

for all lenders to terminate credit for all t > t
0

.

Proof. It is optimal to lend on date t+ 1 to a borrower who defaults on date t if

and only if

Pt+1(h
d
t ) > P crit

t+1 (12)

P crit
t+1 is the lowest probability that a borrower is type G for which the market is open.

If Pt+1(h
d
t ) < P crit

t+1 ; then lenders earn an expected return less than the riskless interest

rate, even if they charge the maximum feasible interest rate rt+1 = G � C: Hence it

is optimal not to lend.

Suppose lenders' strategy is to re-lend to all borrowers who default on date t.

Then, reputation e�ects will be irrelevant, and thus the multi-period game collapses

to the one period game. In section 3, we saw that it is optimal for type G's to default

with probability ��Gt and for type B's to repay. The probability that a borrower

who defaults is type G is given by the lender's assessment that he is at node X1 in

information set I (see Figure 6), which is given by Pt+1(h
d
t ) = �(x1) =

C

G
:

We must now derive P crit
t+1 : This depends on borrowers' strategies on date t + 1,

and hence lenders' beliefs on date t + 1 about borrowers who default. If lenders'

beliefs are the same as for date t+1; they will re-lend on date t+ 2 also if borrowers

default on date t + 1: Hence, the equilibrium will be the same as for date t; where

type G's default with probability ��Gt and type B's repay. Hence P crit
t+1 = R+C�PBG

G(1�PB)

(from 4 above). But C

G
< R+C�PBG

G(1�PB)
, hence (12) fails to hold. This means it is optimal

for lenders not to re-lend if borrowers default on date t:

But suppose lenders' beliefs on date t+1 are that default implies the borrower is

type B, and hence it is optimal to terminate credit if borrowers default. In this case,

then as we saw in section 4, if rt >
�

B�G
(BVGt+1�GVBt+1) holds, then the equilibrium

is the same as before, hence (12) fails to hold. However, if rt �
�

B�G
(BVGt+1�GVBt+1)

holds, then it is optimal for type G's to repay and type B's to default strategically

with probability ��Bt+1on date t + 1: Hence

EuLt+1 = FGt+1rt+1 + FBt+1PB(1� ��Bt+1)rt+1
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which implies

r�t+1 = R

�
FGt+1 + FBt+1

�
PBB � C

B � C

��
�1

A necessary, but not su�cient, condition for the market to be open on date t + 1 is

r�t+1 < G, or equivalently,

FGt+1 >
R(B � C)� (PBB � C)G

GB(1� PB)
= P̂ crit

t+1

The following is therefore a necessary condition for it to be optimal for lenders to

lend to borrowers who defaulted on date t

C

G
>

R(B � C)� (PBB � C)G

GB(1� PB)

, C >
RB � PBBG

B(1� PB) +R �G
(13)

Given that C < PBB, (13) holds only if

PBB >
RB � PBBG

B(1� PB) +R�G

, PBB > R

which cannot be true, by assumption. Hence, (12) fails to hold in this case also, and

thus it is optimal for lenders not to re-lend if borrowers default on date t:

Q.E.D.

Proposition 6 proves that even though default does not necessarily imply that the

borrower is type B, it will always result in credit termination. On some dates when

reputation is ine�ective, type G's will default with positive probability ��Gt. However,

given the threat of liquidation, this probability is su�ciently low such that the pool

of borrowers who default contains a high proportion of type B borrowers who were

constrained to default due to project failure. Given that lenders cannot distinguish

between type G's who defaulted strategically, and type B's whose projects failed, it

is optimal for lenders not to re-lend to any of these borrowers.

Proposition 6 also implies that the date t lending decision depends only on the

date t � 1 outcome. If the borrower repaid on date t � 1, this implies that he must

have repaid on all previous dates. Hence

Pt(Ht) � Pt(ht�1)
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6 Solving for Equilibrium Interest Rates

This section solves for step (1) of the stage game, borrowers' o�ers of debt contracts

to lenders, specifying the interest rate at which they are willing to borrow. As in the

one period game, borrowers will o�er the lowest possible interest rate r�t each period

such that their debt contracts are accepted, i.e. such that lenders earn an expected

return equal to the riskless interest rate.

Furthermore, in equilibrium all borrowers pay the same interest rate. This simply

re�ects the fact that credit is terminated to any borrower who defaults, and therefore

all borrowers who remain in the market have identical credit histories (i.e. a track

record for repaying debt on all dates). Hence only the publicly observable fraction of

type G's remaining in the market is relevant in determining the equilibrium interest

rate time path. The date t equilibrium interest rate is derived such that lenders'

expected return equals the riskless interest rate, i.e. such that the following holds

EuLt = R

, FGt(1� ��Gt)rt + (1� FGt)PB(1� ��Bt)rt = R

, rt = R [FGt(1� ��Gt) + (1� FGt)PB(1� ��Bt)]
�1

= r�t (14)

where FGt is the proportion of type G's in the market who have not defaulted by

the start of date t. Note from (14) that interest rates are a function of borrower

repayment decisions, i.e. interest rates are increasing in ��Gt and ��Bt: Hence, we

need to examine the dynamics of borrower repayment strategies before we can ex-

plicitly derive an equilibrium time path for interest rates. However, we do know that

FBt < FBt�1 holds for all t. This is true regardless of borrowers repayment strategies

along the equilibrium path. For example, suppose type G's default strategically with

probability ��Gt in equilibrium, and type B's repay. From proposition 6, we know that

1� PB > ��Gt for all t: If this did not hold, then the pool of borrowers who defaulted

on date t would contain a higher proportion of type G's than the pool of borrowers

in the market at the start of date t: This would mean that it would be optimal for

lenders to re-lend to borrowers who defaulted, but we know from proposition 6 that

this cannot be true. Hence, 1� PB > ��Gt must hold and hence it must be true that

the fraction of type B's in the credit market falls over time, regardless of borrowers'

equilibrium strategies.
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7 Proving the Existence of Reputation Equilib-

rium

Lemma 3 provides a su�cient condition for reputation equilibrium to exist. In

this section, we prove that providing that borrowers' horizon is long enough, then

this su�cient condition will hold, and thus reputation equilibrium will exist on some

dates.

As shown in the analysis of the one period game, on date T (the terminal date)

reputation e�ects do not exist for type G's. However, we now show that, as we go

backwards in time, there exists some date t̂ < T on which type G borrowers' horizon

is long enough, such that reputation equilibrium exists.

We de�ne the endgame as the time period until date T that begins when reputation

loses value for type G's (i.e. reputation equilibrium fails to hold). Hence the endgame

begins on date � , where � is the smallest t for which rt > �VGt+1 that occurs after

some date t̂ where rt � �VGt+1. The endgame is bounded if there exists K < 1

such that T � � < K as T ! 1. Hence, proving that there exists some date t̂ < T

on which reputation equilibrium exists is equivalent to proving the existence of a

bounded endgame.

Proposition 7 If r1 � G� C, then the endgame is of bounded length as T !1 if

and only if 5 holds.

Proof. We �rst show that rt ! R as t!1. Suppose type G's default strategi-

cally along the equilibrium path. The time path of interest rates is given by

rt = R [FGt(1� ��Gt) + FBtPB]
�1

(15)

where ��Gt =
C(1� PB)FBt

(G� C)FGt

and FGt =
(1� ��Gt�1)FGt�1

(1� ��Gt�1)FGt�1 + PBFBt�1
FBt =

PBFBt�1

(1� ��Gt�1)FGt�1 + PBFBt�1

We know from the argument given above that FBt ! 0 as t ! 1. This implies

that ��Gt ! 0 and hence rt ! R. This holds irrespective of borrowers' equilibrium

repayment strategies, i.e. whether reputation has value or not.

If T ! 1, there will be an arbitrarily long horizon in which, for all " > 0,

rt < R + " for t̂ < t < T , for some date t̂. The pro�le of future interest rates from

date t̂ onwards therefore satis�es the condition set out in lemma 3 for the existence

of a bounded endgame as T !1.

Q.E.D.
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We have therefore shown that 5, the necessary condition for reputation to have

value is also a su�cient condition if T !1.

8 The Dynamics of Reputation along the Equilib-

rium Path

We know that reputation equilibrium will exist on some date t̂ < T , where T is

large, providing that (5) holds. We now analyze the dynamics of borrower reputation

e�ects. If reputation has value on date t̂, does this imply that reputation has value on

all dates t � t̂ before the end game? Or does reputation repeatedly lose and regain

value over time? In fact, the dynamics of reputation e�ects are as follows. During

an initial period, if adverse selection is high, then reputation e�ects will not exist.

But over time, reputation will increase in value, such that at some point, reputation

equilibrium will exist. Reputation equilibrium will then hold up to the endgame, after

which it will never exist. The intuition for these dynamics is as follows. Given the

condition for reputation equilibrium to hold, rt � �VGt+1, the dynamics of reputation

depend purely on the time path of rt � �VGt+1. We prove below that interest rates

are strictly decreasing over time. Hence, this tends to increase the value of reputation

over time. However, over time the horizon shortens, which tends to reduce the value

of reputation. If reputation is ine�ective during initial periods, then the reason is

high interest rates, rather than a short horizon. Over time, interest rates fall, but

the horizon shortens also. However, given that the terminal date is very far o�, the

e�ect of a shorter horizon is discounted signi�cantly, and thus the e�ects of lower

interest rates dominates. Hence, reputation becomes e�ective after time. However,

as the horizon gets very close, the e�ects of a shorter horizon dominates the e�ects

of lower interest rates, and thus reputation loses value. This result is proved formally

in proposition 8 below.

Proposition 8 If reputation has value on date t+, but does not have value on some

date t
0

< t+, then reputation does not have value for all t < t
0

.

Proof. Let date t̂ be the largest t that is less than t+ on which reputation has

no value, which implies Vt̂ < G and rt̂ � �Vt̂+1 > 0. But reputation has value at

t̂ + 1, which implies Vt̂+1 � G. Hence Vt̂ < Vt̂+1. Given that FBt̂�1 > FBt̂, we know

rt̂�1 > rt̂. This implies

rt̂�1 � �Vt̂ > rt̂ � �Vt̂+1 > 0

Hence reputation has no value at date t̂ � 1, and because rt > rt̂ and Vt < Vt̂+1 for

all t < t̂, recursion implies that reputation has no value for all t < t̂.

Q.E.D.
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Suppose r1 � �V2. Then providing (5) holds, reputation works immediately, and

has value on all dates before the endgame. However, suppose r1 > �V2. Reputation

does not work initially, but as interest rates fall over time, reputation gains value

at some later date, and from proposition 8, reputation equilibrium holds until the

endgame.

We now consider the dynamics of borrowers' repayment decisions on dates when

reputation equilibrium does not exist. As shown in section 4 above, in equilibrium,

one of the borrower types will �nd it strictly optimal to repay, whilst the other will

randomize between repayment and default. If type G or type B repays, we call this a

type G or type B repayment equilibrium respectively. Proposition 9 summarizes the

dynamics of repayment equilibrium.

Proposition 9 If type G repayment equilibrium exists on date t+, but type B re-

payment equilibrium exists on some date t
0

< t+, then type B repayment equilibrium

exists on all dates t < t
0

.

Proof. Let t̂ � t
0

be the largest t that is less than t+ on which type B's repay.

Hence on date t̂,

�Gt̂ � �Bt̂ (16)

However, on date t̂ + 1, type G's repay and type B's randomize, hence

�Gt̂+1 < �Bt̂+1 (17)

(16) and (17) imply

�Bt̂ � �Bt̂+1 < �Gt̂ � �Gt̂+1 (18)

From lemma 5, type B repayment equilibrium exists

, rt �
�

B �G
(BVGt+1 �GVBt+1) > 0

BVGt̂ �GVBt̂ < BVGt̂+1 �GVBt̂+1

, G(VBt̂+1 � VBt̂) < B(VGt̂+1 � VGt̂)

, G
�
(1� �Bt̂+1)B � (1� �Bt̂)B

�
< B

�
(1� �Gt̂+1)G� (1� �Gt̂)G

�
, BG(�Bt̂ � �Bt̂+1) < BG(�Gt̂ � �Gt̂+1)

which holds given 18.

The following argument proves that rt̂�1 > rt̂. Suppose that borrower repayment

strategies are unchanged from date t to t-1. Given that we know FBt�1 > FBt, it

follows that rt̂�1 > rt̂. Now suppose instead that type G's decide to repay on date t-1.

However, the fall in interest rates resulting from this change in repayment behaviour

must be large enough to make it optimal for type G's to repay. But if this were true,
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then type G's would also �nd it optimal to repay in period t (given that all borrowers

will o�er the lowest feasible interest rate), which is not true. Hence rt̂�1 > rt̂ holds.

Hence given that BVGt̂ � GVBt̂ < BVGt̂+1 � GVBt̂+1, and that rt̂�1 > rt̂, it must

be true that

rt̂�1 �
�

B �G
(BVGt̂ �GVBt̂) > rt̂ �

�

B �G
(BVGt̂+1 �GVBt̂+1) > 0

hence type B's will repay on date t̂� 1. Furthermore, given that rt̂�j > rt̂, and that

BVGt̂�j � GVBt̂�j < BVGt̂+1 � GVBt̂+1 for all j > 0, recursion implies that type B's

repay on all dates t < t̂.

Q.E.D.

Proposition 9 shows that if interest rates are high enough for borrowers with short

track records, incentives are actually worse for type G borrowers than for type B's.

This is because, although type G's always value future borrowing more highly than

type B's, if interest rates are very high, then future borrowing is severely discounted,

and current pay-o�s matter much more. Given that type B's have a higher pay-o� (if

their projects succeed) than type G's, they fear the threat of liquidation more than

type G's, and thus have a greater incentive to repay debt. However, as interest rates

fall over time, incentives to repay grow di�erentially stronger for type G's, given that

they value the future more highly than type B's, and the credit market evolves from

type B to type G repayment equilibrium. As interest rates fall further, repayment

equilibrium transforms into reputation equilibrium. However, let ~t be the largest t

such that r~t �
�

B�G
(BVG~t+1 � GVB~t+1) > 0 holds. If for ~t + 1, r~t+1 � �VG~t+2 then

type B repayment equilibrium evolves directly into reputation equilibrium, without

the intermittent stage of type G repayment equilibrium.

We can now characterize equilibrium for di�erent initial populations of borrowers

in terms of exogenous parameters. To do this, we need to solve for the equilibrium

time path of interest rates [r�t ]
T

t=1. As shown above, interest rates are a function of

borrowers' equilibrium repayment strategies, which are in turn a function of interest

rates. However, we know that on any date, borrowers' equilibrium repayment strate-

gies take one of two forms, either type G's repay and type B's randomize, or vice

versa. Solving for [r�t ]
T

t=1 is therefore equivalent to solving for date ~t, the smallest t

for which type G's repay in equilibrium. We solve for date ~t by using the following

algorithm.

We begin with the conjecture that type G's repay on all dates t = 1 : : : � . We

then derive the equilibrium interest rate time series based on this conjecture using

r�t = R [FGt + FBtPB(1� ��Bt)]
�1
, and call this [rt(1)]

T

t=1. We then use this series to

derive V̂G2 and V̂B2. If r1(1) �
�

B�G
(BV̂G2 � GV̂B2), then from propositions 8 and

9, rt(1) �
�

B�G
(BV̂Gt+1 � GV̂Bt+1) for all t < � , which means the initial conjecture

that type G's repay on all dates before the endgame is true, hence [r�t (1)]
T

t=1 is the

equilibrium interest rate series. However, if r1(1) >
�

B�G
(BV̂G2 � GV̂B2), then type
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G's will randomize on date t = 1, which contradicts our initial conjecture. We then

derive a revised interest rate series [rt(2)]
T

t=1, assuming that type G's randomize on

date t = 1, but repay on all dates t = 2 : : : � . If r2(2) �
�

B�G
(BV̂G3 � GV̂B3), then

[rt(2)]
T

t=1 is the equilibrium interest rate series. If not, we iterate on this process until

we �nd
�
rt(~t)

�T
t=1

such that r~t(~t) �
�

B�G
(BV̂G~t+1�GV̂B~t+1). Providing that (5) holds,

we know from proposition 7 that there exists ~t < � for T <1.

The equilibrium interest rate time series is given by

r�t (~t) = R [FGt(1� ��Gt) + FBtPB]
�1

for t < ~t

where ��Gt =
C(1� PB)FBt

(G� C)FGt
and

FGt =
(1� ��Gt�1)FGt�1

(1� ��Gt�1)FGt�1 + PBFBt�1
, FBt =

PBFBt�1

(1� ��Gt�1)FGt�1 + PBFBt�1

and r�t (~t) = R [FGt + FBtPB(1� ��B)]
�1

for ~t � t < �

where ��B =
(1� PB)

PB

C

(B � C)
and

FGt =
FGt�1

FGt�1 + PB(1� ��B)FBt�1
, FBt =

PB(1� ��B)FBt�1

FGt�1 + PB(1� ��B)FBt�1

Type G's value function on date t is given by

VGt(~t) =

��t�1X
j=0

�
�j(G� rt+j(~t))

�
+ ���tVG� (~t)

As T !1, the existence of a bounded endgame implies � !1, hence the �nal term

approaches zero, and we can therefore approximate VGt(~t) by

�VGt(~t) =

1X
j=0

�j(G� rt+j(~t))

Similarly for type B's

�VBt(~t) =

1X
j=0

�jP
j

B(B � rt+j(~t))

Proposition 10 summarizes the characterization of equilibrium for di�erent initial

conditions.

Proposition 10 For any �xed � < 1, there exists T < 1 such that, for all t < � ,

the following conditions hold:

1. If r1(1) � �VG2(1) and r1(1) � G � C (i.e. fB is su�ciently low and (5)

holds), then reputation equilibrium holds immediately and for all t < � , and

equilibrium interest rates are given by r�t (1).
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2. If �VG2(1) < r1(1) �
�

B�G
(BVG2(1)�GVB2(1)), and r1(1) � G� C, the initial

equilibrium is a type G repayment equilibrium, which evolves into reputation

equilibrium over time. Equilibrium interest rates are once again given by r�t (1).

3. If r1(1) >
�

B�G
(BVG2(1) � GVB2(1)), and r1(1) � G � C, the initial equilib-

rium is a type B repayment equilibrium. This evolves into type G repayment

equilibrium over time, which in turn becomes reputation equilibrium.

9 Summary of Comparative Statics

An increase in fG implies lower interest rates at all dates, hence r1(1)� �VG2(1)

falls. For a large enough increase in fG, initial equilibrium switches from repayment

to reputation equilibrium.

A decrease in G has no e�ect on interest rates if ~t = 1, but VG2(1) falls, hence

reputation e�ects are weakened. If ~t > 1, given that ��Gt is a decreasing function

of G, a fall in G implies higher interest rates on all dates t < ~t for which type G's

randomize, and higher rates on all other dates given that FBt is larger than otherwise,

because a higher proportion of type G's default in early periods. A further e�ect is

that the increase in B �G increases type B's return from repaying debt, relative to

type G's, which may e�ect a switch from type G to type B repayment equilibrium.

A decrease in B increases ��Bt, implying higher interest rates on all dates for which

type B's randomize. However, given that FBt falls at a faster rate, the net e�ect on

interest rates is ambiguous.

An increase in C increases ��Bt, which implies that FBt falls at a faster rate. Hence

the net e�ect on VG2(1) is ambiguous, depending on the size of the discount rate. A

decrease in PB is also ambiguous, for the same reason.

A change in � has several e�ects. A decrease in � implies VG2(1) falls, hence

reputation e�ects are weakened. Furthermore, if � is su�ciently low, (5) no longer

holds, hence reputation equilibrium never exists. The size of � also a�ects the initial

equilibrium con�guration. If � is su�ciently high such that (5) holds comfortably,

reputation equilibrium will hold immediately, no matter how high the initial interest

rate, providing of course the market is open. However, if (5) only just holds, initial

equilibrium will be characterized by type G or type B repayment equilibrium for high

interest rates, with type G's acquiring a reputation over time.

A permanent increase in R, the riskless interest rate, has a similar e�ect to a fall

in fG, with interest rates rising on all dates.

To model the e�ects of a temporary aggregate shock, we analyze the e�ects of a

temporary increase in R to R0 on some date t2 which lasts for n periods. Suppose

that the increase in R is su�cient to shift equilibrium on date t2 from reputation
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equilibrium, to type B repayment equilibrium, in which type Gs will default strate-

gically with probability ��Gt2 . Suppose also that there exists date t1 < t2 on which

type B repayment equilibrium holds and the following also holds

rt1 � �VGt1+1(R) < rt2 � �VGt2+1(R
0) (19)

where VGt1+1(R) is the value function given the original riskless interest rate, and

VGt2+1(R
0) is the value function given the temporary shock which increases the riskless

interest rate to R0 on dates t2 to t2 + n. From ��Gt =
C(1�PB)FBt
(G�C)FGt

, and given that

FBt1 > FBt2 , it must be true that ��Gt2 < ��Gt1 . Hence, even though from (19)

incentives to repay debt are worse for type G borrowers on date t2 than on date t1,

the equilibrium probability that type G's will default on date t2 is actually lower

than on date t1. The reason for this is as follows. If type G borrowers default

during early periods when they have yet to establish a track record for repaying

debt, lenders will be reluctant to liquidate, because there is a high proportion of

type B borrowers remaining in the market. Hence, if a borrower defaults, it is likely

to be a type B borrower whose project has failed, rather than a type G who has

defaulted strategically. Hence, the lender's expected pay-o� from liquidation will be

low. Since type G borrowers know this, they have a greater incentive to default,

because given that project outcome is unobservable, they can `hide' their type by

pretending to be a type B borrower whose project has failed, in which case lenders will

be reluctant to liquidate. However, over time, the proportion of type B's remaining in

the market falls. Hence, if a borrower defaults, it is less likely to be a type B borrower

whose project has failed. This means that the lender will have a greater incentive to

liquidate, and thus in equilibrium, the probability that type Gs default falls, even if

incentives to repay debt are weaker than on previous dates. E�ectively, this means

that borrowers with short credit histories are more a�ected by a negative interest rate

shock than borrowers with established credit histories. Hence, this result provides an

explanation for the stylized observation noted above, that aggregate shocks have less

impact on �rms' risk of default, as �rms develop a good credit history.
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10 Conclusion

This paper has explained why �rms' credit ratings improve over time. There are two

reasons. Firstly, if �rms establish a track record for repaying debt over time, this

convinces lenders that they are probably a good credit risk (a safe borrower). Every

period, there exists a positive probability that risky borrowers will be forced to default

due to project failure, thus revealing their type and resulting in credit termination.

Hence, the proportion of risky borrowers in the market falls over time, and thus the

risk of default due to project failure for borrowers remaining in the market falls over

time. Secondly, safe borrowers' incentives to repay debt improve over time, as they

become concerned about their reputation, and hence the risk of strategic default falls

over time as well.

The paper has also explained why aggregate shocks have less impact on the risk

of default of well-established �rms, compared to recent start-up �rms. If borrowers

default during the early stages of their lives when they have yet to establish a track

record for repaying debt, lenders will be reluctant to liquidate, because there is a

high proportion of risky borrowers remaining in the market. Hence, if a borrower

defaults, it is likely to be a risky borrower whose project has failed, rather than a safe

borrower who has defaulted strategically. Hence, the lender's expected pay-o� from

liquidation will be low. Since borrowers know this, they have a greater incentive to

default strategically, because given that project outcome is unobservable, they can

`hide' their type by pretending to be a risky borrower whose project has failed, in

which case lenders will be reluctant to liquidate. However, over time, the proportion

of risky borrowers remaining in the market falls. Suppose that a negative aggregate

shock occurs, which worsens borrowers' incentives to repay debt. If a borrower has

established a good credit history, then if he defaults, lenders will believe that he is

defaulting strategically, rather than a risky borrower whose project has failed, since

it is unlikely that a risky borrower could have developed such a good credit history.

This means that the lender will have a greater incentive to liquidate, which deters

the borrower from defaulting strategically, even though his incentives have worsened.

E�ectively, this means that borrowers with short credit histories are more a�ected by

a negative shock than borrowers with established credit histories.
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